
 

4 May 2015 

 

 

Dear Gail 

‘Election posters: Which Northern Ireland candidates are topping the poles?’ 
I am writing to you on behalf of the Workers Party in response to the article ‘Election 

posters: Which Northern Ireland candidates are topping the poles?’  which you ran in 

the Thursday 30 April edition and posted on line on the same date. 

You have subsequently defended the article’s publication: initially dismissing 

criticism as ‘faux outrage’ and then suggesting that people get a sense of humour. 

You then moved to a much more bullish position in support of one of the article’s co-

authors claiming ‘Malachi nails it’ of his interview on BBC Radio’s Evening Extra 

programme.  You have also suggested that much of the wide spread criticism of the 

article was caused by ‘jump-the-gun’ criticism. A ‘jump-the-gun defence’ can be 

equally unconstructive. 

The four female candidates whose poster photographs were featured in the article 

were grouped, highlighted and given prominence over a two page spread. The 

pictures of their posters were considerably larger than those of their male 

counterparts. This article focused on the women candidates.  It did so deliberately. 

That is clear from the positioning and the prominence. 

All these candidates have put their names forward to stand for election. That is a big 

and often a brave choice to make. As women are considerably under-represented in 

political life here it is an even bigger step for female candidates to make. The trite 

treatment they received in this article will not inspire many more to follow in their 

footsteps. 

The article was a number of things. It was certainly demeaning, it was affronting and, 

in the context of the comments in the previous paragraph, it was also offensive. 

The Workers Party North Belfast Candidate, Gemma Weir who was featured in the 

article is standing in this election against austerity. She is standing against the 

misery and human degradation that it causes. She is standing up to the interests of 

the five main parties here and to the greed of the local business community. She is 

presenting an alternative economic approach which is not based on tax breaks for 

the rich but on investment in people, in jobs and education and in the defence of 

public services.  



Your belief that this is less important to your readers than what she wears, how she 

styles her hair or how she looks, is as mistaken as it is arrogant. 

You have had a number of days to reflect on the tone, content and presentation of 

this article.  Despite your initial knee jerk defence I trust that you now understand the 

criticism which it evoked and the outage which it has caused. 

I would ask that you demonstrate that understanding by printing a retraction and an 

apology to all the candidates featured, over a similar two page spread before polling 

day next Thursday. 

Yours sincerely 

 
 
John Lowry 
General Secretary 
Workers party 
 
6 Springfield Road 
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